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President's Report
SIA'S MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
Featuring the latest Association and Member News and Industry Events

In This Issue
- SIA President Tom Stroup Moderates Spectrum and Government & Military Panels at SmallSat Symposium
- Breaking Launch News From OneWeb plus Monthly News from Antel, Blue Origin, DataPath, HawkEye 360, Hughes, Intelsat, Indusnet, Newtec, OneWeb, SSL, Telesat, UtilSat and Viasat
- SIA Announces Newest Member - Envistacom
- Satellite Industry Calendar and more

SIA News and Headlines
See HERE for the SIA News Page.

SIA MODERATES SPECTRUM AND GOVERNMENT & DEFENSE PANELS AT 2019 SMALLSAT SYMPOSIUM
On Feb 27th, OneWeb announced the successful launch of the first six global broadband satellites manufactured by Airbus, onboard a Soyuz launch vehicle from the Guiana Space Center. Above: At T minus 10 seconds, the Soyuz launch vehicle prepares to lift off with its OneWeb payload of six broadband satellites. For more details regarding the launch, please see the OneWeb launch summary and the SIA Event Calendar below or click on the Smallsat Symposium link.

SIA Welcomes Envistacom as its Newest Member
Envistacom is one of the fastest growing technology companies in Georgia, and SIA is pleased to announce they have joined the Association's growing list of affiliate member companies, "Their expertise in DoD and Cyber also makes them a welcome addition to the Association as SIA continues to expand and suitably represent the growing importance and functionality of the commercial satellite industry."

On Feb 5th, SIA announced that Envistacom had joined SIA as its latest affiliate member. Envistacom is a leading provider of satellite communications and cyber solutions to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and its coalition partners in the aerospace, defense and intelligence communities. In October 2017, the company opened the Envistacom Innovation Center (EIC) in Duluth, GA to facilitate the development of new technologies to enhance the company's communications and cybersecurity capabilities and customer solutions. Already at full capacity, the 35,000 square foot facility provides Envistacom with innovative engineering and testing facilities to enhance the company's communications and counterterrorism capabilities and customer solutions. Already at full capacity, the 35,000 square foot facility provides Envistacom with innovative engineering and testing facilities to enhance the company's communications and counterterrorism capabilities and customer solutions.

Envistacom is one of the fastest growing technology companies in Georgia, and SIA is pleased to announce they have joined the Association's growing list of affiliate member companies, "Their expertise in DoD and Cyber also makes them a welcome addition to the Association as SIA continues to expand and suitably represent the growing importance and functionality of the commercial satellite industry."

For more details regarding SIA's newest affiliate member, please see the SIA News Page Click HERE for the SIA News Page.

SIA Member News
See HERE for the Member News Page.

BREAKING - ONEWEB ANNOUNCES THE LAUNCH OF SIX AIRBUS MANUFACTURED GLOBAL BROADBAND SATELLITES
On Feb 27th, OneWeb announced the successful launch of the first six global broadband satellites manufactured by Airbus, onboard a Soyuz launch vehicle from the Guiana Space Center. Above: At T minus 10 seconds, the Soyuz launch vehicle prepares to lift off with its OneWeb payload of six broadband satellites. For more details regarding the launch, please see the OneWeb launch summary and the SIA Event Calendar below or click on the Smallsat Symposium link.

SIA MEMBER MONTHLY NEWS HEADLINES
Weekly headlines and news from the Satellite Industry

- Inlet Launches "Mobile Reach Manager" Service for High Performance Satellite-Based Cellular Backhaul
- SES-12 All-Electric High Throughput Satellite Now Operational
- Cubic Announces First Two Service Agreements
- Blue Origin and Telesat Launch Service Agreement for Telesat LEO
- HawkEye 360 Announces RF-based Geospatial Test Success for Maritime VESI, Emergency Response and Spectrum Analysis Applications
- O3b Mip BBQ Satellites Delivered to Guiana Space Center in Preparation for Launch
- Hughes Announces First Shipments of Multi-band SATCOM Modems
- HawkEye 360, Indusnet and SIA Announce Executive Agreement to Develop Secure Satellite-based RF Geo-Location Capabilities and SATCOM Systems for New Applications in the Counterterrorism, Cyber Security and Satellite Communications Areas
- "HawkEye is one of the fastest growing technology companies in Georgia, and SIA is pleased to announce they have joined the Association's growing list of affiliate member companies, "Their expertise in DoD and Cyber also makes them a welcome addition to the Association as SIA continues to expand and suitably represent the growing importance and functionality of the commercial satellite industry."

Envistacom is one of the fastest growing technology companies in Georgia, and SIA is pleased to announce they have joined the Association's growing list of affiliate member companies, "Their expertise in DoD and Cyber also makes them a welcome addition to the Association as SIA continues to expand and suitably represent the growing importance and functionality of the commercial satellite industry."

For more details regarding SIA's newest affiliate member, please see the SIA Member News page.HERE

SIA Organized Events and Calendar
UPCOMING SIA EVENTS - Next year, SIA will organize or host the following SIA Member and Industry Events:
- SIA Constellation - Telesat Signs Network Operating System Agreement with Loon to Support its LEO WiFi Project
- O3b Ka-band MEO Satellites Delivered to Guiana Space Center in Preparation for Launch
- Cell Phone to Civilian pan-Aottorship USNORTHCOM
- Intelsat Launches "Mobile Reach Manager" Service for High Performance Satellite-Based Cellular Backhaul
- Satellite Industry Calendar

For a complete recap of the past month's SIA News and Events, please see the SIA News Page.

Calendar of 2019 SIA Featured Industry Events
- 2019 SIA Constellation - Telesat Signs Network Operating System Agreement with Loon to Support its LEO WiFi Project
- 2019 SIA Event Calendar below or click on the Industry Calendar HERE.

For a list of all upcoming industry conferences, tradeshows, and events - please click HERE to visit the SIA President's Report Event Calendar page.
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